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Background

About  this project

The London Office of Technology  and Innovation  (LOTI) was created to help London  boroughs  work together, 

bringing the best of digital, technology  and data to improve public services for Londoners.

 

LOTI’s  worked  closely with London  Councils,  the GLA and colleagues  from Greenwich  to develop a project that 

addresses London borough challenges with the strategic planning of future electric vehicle (EV) charge point 

infrastructure.  We set out to create a single view of the geographical location and usage of all EV charge points in 

London, accessible  by all London  borough transport and highway officers.

This led to the development of the first prototype of the EV Charge Point dashboard, which shows  the location and 

patterns of usage  of charge points implemented as part of the Go Ultra Low City Scheme (GULCS), led by London 

Councils. 

We shared the prototype last year with borough  colleagues  and the purpose of today is to review it again with you  

and get  feedback  on how it can be improved, so it meets your needs.

https://loti.london/


Dashboard Updates

Yiran Wei – Senior GIS Analyst, Intelligence Unit
Greater London Authority



Data Analysis Summary
1 Dashboard summary 3.5 Slow/Fast charge points: Average plug-in duration, monthly

1.1 Number of charge points, monthly 3.6 Slow/Fast charge points: Average charge duration, monthly

1.2 Active vs. inactive charging points 3.7 Slow/Fast charge points: Number of charging events by plug-in start 
time

1.3 Invalid charging events by operator 3.8 Slow/Fast charge points: Number of plug-ins on day of the week

1.4 Inactive charge points since delivery, by operator 3.9 Slow/Fast charge points: Duration of plug-in events

2 Charge point activity summary (All) 3.10 Slow/Fast charge points: Duration of charging events

2.1 Number of charging events, monthly 4 Rapid charge points

2.2 Average energy (kWh) drawn per charging event 4.1 Rapid charge points: Average plug-in utilisation rate, by borough

2.3 Total kWh charged, monthly 4.2 Rapid charge points: Average plug-in utilisation rate, combined

2.4 Distribution of energy drawn for charging events 4.3 Rapid charge points: Average plug-in duration, monthly

3 Slow/Fast charge points 4.4 Rapid charge points: Number of charging events by plug-in start time

3.1 Slow/Fast charge points: Average plug-in utilisation rate, by borough 4.5 Rapid charge points: Number of plug-ins by day of the week

3.2 Slow/Fast charge points: Average plug-in utilisation rate, combined 4.6 Rapid charge points: Duration of plug in events

3.3 Slow/Fast charge points: Average charge utilisation rate, by borough 4.7 Rapid charge points: Duration of charging events

3.4 Slow/Fast charge points: Average charge utilisation rate, combined



Q4 Data – 2020 Insights and trends

Claudia Corrigan – GULCS Senior Lead
London Councils



Dashboard Overview

● Data included for c.3,500 charge points in 2020 Q4. 161 are rapids are the remaining are 
on-street residential charge points delivered through the TfL Electric Vehicle Charging 
Infrastructure Framework, the Go Ultra Low Cities Scheme (GULCS)

● Data is provided quarterly and has been received since October 2019. Data remains on 
the dashboard for 12 months and so currently shows analysis for all of 2020

● Data provided is limited to charging events by time, date and energy drawn only. 

● Data for rapid charge points is provided for plug in dates and times only. For slow/fast 
charge points we also receive data on charge time.

● In line with Department for Transport (DfT) analysis, charging events that registered no 
charge, were less than or equal to 3 minutes in length, or drew more than 100 kWh were 
excluded



2020 - Key Trends
Pan-London

●

● Total number of charge points - significant increase in 
the number of charging points included on the dashboard 
from January (1,988) to December (3,498) 

● Total number of charging events - the number of 
charging events each month has risen much faster than 
the rate of delivery. In January each charge point recorded 
an average of 3 events per month, this had risen to 10 by 
December.

● Unused charge points - the proportion of unused charge 
points is declining from c. 50% in Q1 to c. 30% in Q4. 

● Average energy drawn per charging event - this has 
remained stable at an average of 16.3 across all charge 
points

● Total kWh charged - ten fold increase in the amount of 
energy charged per month between January and 
December. 



2020 - Key Trends
Slow/Fast charge points

● Average utilisation: plug in and charge utilisation have 
grown steadily since a sharp decline in early 2020 
when the first lockdown was implemented. Both 
utilisation rates are now higher than they were 
pre-Covid. In 2020 the average plug-in utilisation was 
8.2% and the average charge utilisation was 4.2%

● Time and day of plugging in: Wednesday - Saturday 
are the most popular days for plugging in and the most 
popular time to plug in is between 4pm-7pm

● Plug-in duration - two main types of plug in duration: 
long charges of 9-15 hours and shorter charges of 2-4 
hours.

● Charge duration - the majority of charges take less 
than 5 hours in total



2020 - Key Trends
Rapid Charge Points

●

● Average utilisation: plug in utilisation for October - 
December was an average of 8%, with a sharp 
decrease in November, and increase in December

● Time and day of plugging in: Thursday is the most 
popular day for plugging in and plug in’s are fairly 
consistent between 8am - 8pm

● Plug-in duration - all charges are less than 50 mins 
in duration



Data Standardisation

Genta Hajri – LOTI Programme Manager
LOTI



Standardising EV charge point data
LOTI’s developed  standard data and API (Application Programming Interface) wording that can be included in any 
technology  procurement documentation. 
 
Why is the EV charge  point  data standardisation necessary?
As boroughs are now more likely to explore emerging Smart City technologies such as EV charge points, it’s even more 
important to ensure that data generated by these devices is in a consistent and standard format, which enables local and 
pan-London analysis possible. 

What things will be included in the Data Standardisation document?
● Use of the London DataStore as a portal for sharing data
● Use of APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) for automatic data feeds 
● Use of a consistent set of descriptors (geospatial location) and units of measurement for electricity usage

What we’ve learned so far
● Collecting and automatically analysing data in a single platform:

○ Is far more efficient than previous manual processes where a significant amount of time was spent on combining 
the different data sets and preparing them for analysis

○ Ensures clarity and transparency about local and London  usage
● Having a common standard for data sharing:

○ Makes data processing more efficient as less effort is required to cleanse data
○ Enables consistent capturing of data over time and from different operators
○ Provides clarity to an emerging market on boroughs’ data requirements

https://loti.london/resources/tender-wording-data-access-api/
https://data.london.gov.uk/


Additional Data

Paul Hodgson – Senior Manager – City Data
GLA



GIS Layers
There are a number of layers of data that might be helpful in deciding locations for future schemes:

1.Demographic profile of areas with current highest use – identify areas with similar population 
mix but no EV Charging Points.

2.Broad transport patterns (identify areas where people make short car trips, would need to work 
with TfL).

3.Air Quality Focus Areas

4.Electricity sub-stations (would also need to work with electric companies to identify capacity)
5.Annual Average Traffic Flow (would need to work with TfL)

6.Land ownership

7.Distance from existing rapid charge points



Breakout Groups



Questions
Feedback on the dashboard:

1. Do you use the dashboard at the moment?
○ If so, how do you use it?
○ How could it be more useful for you in the future? Is there any additional data you would like to see added to the 

dashboard, or other sources of information that could inform the dashboard?
2. Do quarterly updates work well for you or would you like data updated more frequently, if so, why?
3. Currently the dashboard is open only to the GLA, London Councils, TfL and London Boroughs. Would you support the 

dashboard (all or part) being openly available?

 

Future improvements:

1. What are the key questions about charge point usage for you?
2. If we have location for a charging point, but not usage information, would that still be useful to show on the map?
3. How do you plan locations for the delivery of charge points at the moment and how could the dashboard assist in the 

future?

 



Thank You


